IB is

WHAT WILL AN IB PROGRAM DO FOR YOU?

Infinitely Better

of IB students graduated within six years of
enrolling full-time at an institution,
compared to the national average of

✓ IB diploma candidates are bilingual
artists, athletes, musicians, writers,
scientists, and critical thinkers. In addition, IB
students give back to their community through
service projects.
✓ IB students are encouraged to think
independently and drive their own learning
✓ Students will take part in programs of education
that can lead them to some of the highest ranking
universities around the world
✓ IB candidates become more culturally aware
through the development of a second language
✓ Students are able to engage with people in an
increasingly globalized, rapidly changing world.

WHAT DOES IB LOOK LIKE AT DBHS?

Of our IB diploma candidates
attend UCLA or Berkeley
The average acceptance rate of IB diploma
students into university/college is a staggering
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points higher than the average acceptance rate
of the total population.
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✓ 91% of our IB students graduate with a diploma
which gives the student credit for the majority of their
course work for their freshman year in college.
✓ We have 43 IB classes to choose from including
Standard Level and Higher Level 1 & 2 classes.
✓ IB ensures smaller class sizes for IB specific courses
✓ The extended essay that students participate in
gives them exposure and direction for future college
papers and research projects.
✓ The CAS (creativity, activity and service) process
teaches the students how to think introspectively,
evaluating and reflecting on each activity they
complete.
✓ Our Theory of Knowledge class teaches students
how to realize and acknowledge the role Bias plays in
data and forming their knowledge base. This
encourages students to question the norms of self and
society.

What are Brahmas saying?
”IB made me ‘Free to Dream,’ it
expanded my learning capabilities and
helped me involve myself outside of high
school into the global world. Because of IB,
I created my own internationally printed
magazine, “Free to Dream Magazine,” a
platform involving EVERYONE to cultivate
the world”

- Megan Hoang

schools worldwide offer the diploma
program

recognized by
colleges and
universities with official policies for admitting
IB students

of survey respondents felt very well or well prepared for
future studies

“IB is like a pomegranate. All
these little seeds, like the extra
assignments we receive as IB
students, come to shape us to be
well-rounded with endless
opportunities.”

- Lily p

UNIVERSITY ADMISSION
The International Baccalaureate® (IB),
and the Diploma Program (DP) in
particular, enjoys a high level of respect
and recognition among the world’s higher
education institutions. For students,
success in the IB often results in
advanced standing, course credit,
scholarships, and other admissions
related benefits at many universities.
Higher education institutions around the
world admit students based on their IB
credentials. evidence does show that DP
students tend to go on to tertiary study at
higher rates than their peers, are admitted
more often to selective institutions, and
tend to perform better in their postsecondary studies, including higher rates
of post-secondary completion.

